
GIRL MEETS WORLD GIRL MEETS CRAZY HAT FULL

Girl Meets Crazy Hat is the tenth episode in season 1 of Girl Meets World. It aired on September 26, to million viewers.
Cory divides.

The garbage man then comes and throws her in the trash and strolls off with Maya closely behind. They both
will be selling muffins with the rest of the class and school being employees and customers. Riley and Farkle
are put into a business as well as Lucas and Maya. She says she is worried about what will become of her and
thus Cory shifts the lesson to how businesses work. Riley questions if that could happen to her and Maya
when someone hands her a dollar. They notice a woman in the subway that they seem to notice there all the
time. The garbage man then comes and throws her in the trash and strolls off with Maya closely behind. They
notice a woman in the subway that they seem to notice there all the time. Crazy Hat tells them to sit down but
Riley needs some persuasion from a cop. Summary Edit The episode begins with Maya and Riley coming
down from the rain above into the dry subway. Riley and Farkle are put into a business as well as Lucas and
Maya. Crazy Hat tells them to sit down but Riley needs some persuasion from a cop. It aired on September 26,
to 2. Plot The episode begins with Maya and Riley coming down from the rain above into the dry subway.
Riley questions if that could happen to her and Maya when someone hands her a dollar. Crazy Hat goes on to
tell them what she has observed of them and eventually leaves after taking one of Riley's garbage bags. Riley
then tries to figure out what could be going through her head and Maya asks the lady what goes through her
head while referring to her as Crazy Hat. Riley then tries to figure out what could be going through her head
and Maya asks the lady what goes through her head while referring to her as Crazy Hat. Riley tries to figure
out what she could be and Maya simply says she is a bum on a bench. Meanwhile, Riley and Maya encounter
a lady in the subway who is quite different than they first perceive her to be. Crazy Hat goes on to tell them
what she has observed of them and eventually leaves after taking one of Riley's garbage bags. Cory is trying to
teach a lesson regarding Belgium but Riley keeps interrupting him. Riley tries to figure out what she could be
and Maya simply says she is a bum on a bench. Plot Edit Cory divides his class into two fake companies for a
lesson: one driven by profits and the other by making people happy. Meanwhile, Riley and Maya encounter a
lady in the subway who is quite different than they first perceive her to be. She says she is worried about what
will become of her and thus Cory shifts the lesson to how businesses work. They both will be selling muffins
with the rest of the class and school being employees and customers. Cory is trying to teach a lesson regarding
Belgium but Riley keeps interrupting him. It aired on September 26, to 2.


